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it is impossible to conceive a vessel, "sixteen 
feet beam and several miles in length," built 
sufficiently strong to maintain its form. To 
carry out and extend the proportion between 
the length and beam, it is necessary that the 
form should admit of a straight floor, and not 
tapered to both ends from its center. We 
must confess that we cannot see how the 
round form w;ll prevent the rolling without a 
keel, and we are inclined to think that if the 
length be increased in proportion to the diam
eter beyond certain limits, the action of the 
wa ves will be to twist the vessel and rupture 
the plates. What that proportion is remains 
yet tt) be seen; but the fact stated by us, 
that" long and narrow ships have been found 
to roll too much already," still holds good; 
and, although we are not prepared to say 
that "the increased length being abeut 50 
per cent, the tendency to roll will increase in 
equal ratio," yet we do hold the doctrine that 
there is a point of relation between the diam
eter and length of ships beyond which it is 
dangerous to go. But Messrs. Winans' 
steamer, although not 50 per cent, will, we 
think, roll, owing to its taper form and ab
sence of keel. 

To objection 5, Messrs. Winans' answer is 
very satisfactory, and there is no doubt that 
a perfectly fireproof vessel is a desideratum, 
and here is the true im provemen t of the 
whole, namely, constru�ting it all of iron; 
but why this peculiar form should be better 
adapted than a safer one, for an entirely iron 
constitutil!lJl we do not see, unless, perhaps, it 
is that it could not well be constructed of 
wood. 

To support our sixth objection, sweeping 
as it iB, let us briefly say that we cannot see 
much chance of success for a vessel unsteady 
in its shape, whose lowest part is a point and 
not a line-too accommodating to the motion 
of the waves to be a comfortable dwelling, 
without sufficient deck room to give the pas
sengers that free and spacious walk in the 
open air, so desirable at sea, being nearly all 
machinery, and of an internal shape which 
must waste a great quantity of room. 

Being asked to give our opinion on some 
other points than those previously mentioned 
by us, and we will now state our views on the 
subjects proposed in the last paragraph but 
one of their communication. 

Tho hull of Messrs. Winans' steamer is a 
duplex cone, 180 feet long, 16 feet in diameter 
at its center ; the form converts its floor into 
a curved beam, with a tendency to oscillate 
upon its center, in its mobile element. The 
resisting strains in a longitudinal direction 
will be tFansmitted from the extremities and 
concentrated within a very small space at the 
center, thus causing great instability at that 
part. It appears bvident to us, that had its 
middle been a prolonged cylinder of 60 feet, 
its carrying capacity would have been much 
greater, with the same submerged sectional 
area, and the strains would have been distri
buted over a far greater amount of space. 
This would have given it greater Itability, 
avoided oscillation, and imparted greater 
steadiness either under steam or sail. In a 
v essel like the cigar ship, in which curves are 
substituted for straight lines in the bottom, a 
keel is indispensible, to improve its lateral re
sistanee, and yet no keel is provided for it 
whatever. A deep keel, fore and aft of the 
cen ter, appears to be positively necessary to 
give it greater stability. 

We do not like the conical entrance or bow 
of this vessel; we prefer the clipper wedge 
bow with hollow water lines. In a rough sea 
the teudency of this vessel will be to bury itself 
in the water ; hollow water lines would have 
tended to lift it gently above the waves. 
Much stress has been laid upon placing the 
center of gravity of this vessel "low down ;" 
this is undoubtedly right for a rough sea, but 
there is something due also to the correct po
sition of the center of gravity, which seems to 
have been overlooked by its builders. In 
swift birds and fish this is placed at two-fifths 
the distance from the forward extremity, 
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-three-fifths from the stern-in order to the engines, and gives 18 miles per hour for 
counteract and balance the extra resistance this ves,el, with her engines. Will the cigar 
which the fore part oC the body meets in steamer come up to this standard, with its 
passing tnrough the air and water. The cen- immense power for such small carrying ca
ter of gravity in this ves.el is placed at the pacity-nearly twice the amount of common 
middle, and although it is low, yet it cannot steamers? Its speed in smooth water will be 
prevent lateral play, owing to its absence of much greater than in the sea, and will proba
keel and want of prolonged breadth at the bly reach 15 or 16 miles per hour; but in a 
center. rough sea it will be so much burdened with 

The position of the propeller is not good; it the head pressure and oscillation, that it will 
should have been situated where nature has not average more than nine or ten knots per 
placed it upon a swift fish, at its stern. Screw hour. Theile are our opinions; they are not 
propellers, with fine lines aft, are faster than given to make apoint, or in the way of carp
those with full lines, and swift fish have always ing at the enterprise of Messrs. Winans', as 
long tapering extremeties in fro"t of their we wish them success, and would be glad to 
propelling agent. In this cigar ship the or- find ourselves in error, and that they had 
der ofnat,ure is inverted, the propeller being achieved a great improvement. 
placed where the lines are fullest-in the 

Iron Glrde:��:lItral Axle. 
wrong place-it will therefore carry dead MESSRS. EDITORs-In your journal of the 
water just behind the wheel, and cause nega- 27th ult., M., of Baltimore, says in support of 
tive slip. the theory of a neutral axis in a beam that 

The propeller is a wheel extending around when it "attempts any deflection from the 
the whole circum ference of the vessel, and is strain of the load, the top flange will suffer 
about eighteen feet in diameter. There was from compression and the lower one from 
not the least necessity for such an amount of tension, gradually diminishing in intensit,y as 
propelling area. A screw of eighteen feet they approach each other, the point where 
diameter is sufficient for the Himalaya-a the two are expended must necessarily be 
steamer of 3,500 tuns displacement-a ship free from strains, and therefore is correctly 
of ten times the capacity-and one of the called a neutral axis." If M. will carefully 
swiftest in the world. By experiment, it has examine my article No.4, and the diagram 
been found that a very small proportion of accompanying it, I think he will there find 
propelling area is sufficient, and any excess good reason for supposing that instead of the 
tends to absorb the power. One great ad- intensity of the strains diminishing as they 
vantage of the common screw propeller over approach each other, the tensive strains re
the paddle wheel is its very limited size; now, main constant, while the compressive strains 
it appears strange to us, tbat this very ad van- increase gradually as they approach the ten
tage should have either been contemned or sive tie, as there stated. Or, remove the tie, 
overlooked in the design of this small vessel; and substitute ahutments, then see if the in
with its huge screw wheel, it must offer a tensity of the pressure will not increase 
great amount of unnecessary resistance. towards the ends as it approaches the abut-

This vessel is 16 feet in diameter at the ments, or ties. If so, then, of course there 
greatest breadth of beam; and if we allow can be no neutral axis where tho forces are 
one-half of this to be submerged, it will have expendeli, as M. supposes. 
an immersed midship section of nearly 100 M. admits that "the parallel rib and 
square feet; we give the even figures, which flange girder" is not perfect, but thinks the 
are not far from the mark. It has two boilers facility afforded in manufacture a Rufficient 
to drive the machinery, each with 1,500 square apology for the excess of material. This ar
feet of heating surface-37 to each foot of gument of " facility" to justify a waste of 
grate. As there is no power in the engines one-third of the material in rectangular gir
apart from the boiler., the two boiler. will ders is not good, when as before stated, they 
be 300 horse power-allowing ten square cost two-sevenths per pound more than the 
feet for each. The form of this vessel being compound girders. BENJAMIN SEVERSON. 
given, with this power, we are asked, "What Baltimore, Dec. 2, 1858. 
will be its speed?" We would like to obtain a • oeo • 

formula to enablOl us to calculate this exactly; Soluble Glass. 
MESSRS. EDITORS-I entertain a very unbut when eminent nautical architects and en-

favorable opinion regarding the uses of solu-gineers have been disputing upon this very 
h ble glass, aBd hold a negative opinion to t e point for many years and are still divided in 

conclusions and statements contained ill the opinion, we will only pretend to give some-
thing like a plain approximate estimate. 

In comparing the value of the performance 
of one steamer with another, Atherton, an 
English nautical author and naval architect, 
uses the following formula :_y3 D2.3+1 H P 
=C. Armstrong, another shipbuilder and 
author, uses the formula :_y2 D+-I HP=C. 
These are very different ; both cannot be 
correct; and as th .. y are applied to vessels of 
tried forms, are in lOp plica ble to the cigar 
ship. Armstrong, however, gives us other 
data, in a table based upon the unit that 25-
horse power and 100 pounds of coal produce 
a speed of five miles per hour for every 100 
square feet of immersed mid-ship section. 
The cigar steamer has this amount of im
mersed mid-ship section exactly; therefore 
by the formula y2 D+I H P=C, her speed 
should be nearly 17'30 knots per hour in 
smooth water. This result is nearly in ac
cordance with that of direct resistance, allow
ing nothing for friction; therefore we think 
no steamer can come up to this standard of 
dynamic value; yet it has been applied to 
common steamers of good model. The direct 
resistance would be as follows :-The power 
exerted by the engines of 300-horse power 
during one hour is equal to the moving of 
594,000,000 pounds of water through a space 
of one foot. In one mile of water of 100 
square feet area-represented by the mid-ship 
section-there are 33,000,000 pounds which 
becomes the divisor of the horse-power of 

article signed "F," on this 8ubject, in the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of the 6th ult., page 
70. I purchased some of this substance, for 
which I paid $1 50 per gallon, and it does 
not answer for the purposes set forth in the 
communication in question. I have tried it 
as a varnish, and consider it worthless, be
cause the surface to which it is applied cannot 
be washed. It is not suitable for a cement, 
or for coating surfaces exposed to the weather, 
either to render them fire-proof, or for any 
other protective purpose, because it is soluble, 
and rains wash it off. It is stated in the arti
cle referred to that it is a good substitute for 
soap, thus admitting its solubility in water, 
and its unfitness for coating boards, stone or 
brick on the outside of buildings. It never 
can take the place of oil as a vehicle for 
paint, because the real virtue of oil is its in
solubility-the very opposite of the silicate of 
Boda. E. W. D. 

Norwich, Conn., December, 1858. 
[After a coating of the silicate of soda has 

been applied to the surface of an article, and 
has become dry, it should be washed with 
very dilute muriatic acid. This operation 
will remove the alkali from the silica, which 
will be left adhering as an insoluble coating. 
The muriatic acid anc. the soda will combine 
together, and form common salt, which will 
be removed from the surface by the first 
shower. Without some such treatment, the 
silicate of soda, it appears to us, cannot with
stand the action of rain.-EDB. 
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.. « .. PERSONS who write to us, expecting repliea through 
this column, and those who may desire to make con
tributions to it of brief interesting facts. muat alway! 
observe the strict rule. viz. t to furniBh thalr names, 
otherwise we cannot place confidence in their com .. 
municntions. 
J. L. M., of Ind.-By co .. ting gl .... with the albumen 

of egg!!, or liquid gum arabic� it will remain transpar .. 
ent, and you can write upon it with common indelible 
ink made with nitrate of silver. 

A. M .• of Po..-The v .. rnish for m .. ps .. nd picture. I. 

made by dissolving Canada balsam in rectified turpen .. 
tine. Use equal parts of balsam and turpentine, place 
them jn a bottle in a warm t!lituation, and shake it fre .. 
quently for .. bout .. week. when the v .. rnlsh ia fit for 
use. 

C. H., of Ohio.-'''e cannot .. adopt measures to pro .. 
tect you against infringers" other than to secure a pat· 
ent for your invention. 'Ve hope you will succeed in 
getting the means to prosecute your case without 
del .. y. 

P. M. E., of N. C.-You h .. d better .. ddre .... letter of 
inquiry to F. Kuhlmann. Lille, France. 

G. B. B.. ot low-s.-India rubber boots and shoes are 
made with india rubber softened by heat, anti mixed 
with some subotance containing sulphur, after which 
they .. re .ubmitted to .. heat of 3000 In .. n oven. N .. ph
tha dissolves india rubber. The vulcanizing process i! 

.ecured by the patent ot Cha •. Goodyear. 
N. D., of C. W.-You w .. nt .. h .. rd quick-drying var

nish, therefore gum lac dissolved in alcohol will be the 
most suitable. Copal Tarnish is made by dis!olving 
fused copal in boiling linseed oil. It docs not dry quick 
enough for your pUl1l0se. 

t:. F. & G. S., of Conn.-Strong cold soap suds, we 
believe, will answer as a hardeDing liquid for your 
steel tools. It is a. medium liquid between oil and 
water. 

PENOIL LETl'EB.8 are not welcome. We hope all our 
correspondents will bear this in mind. 'Ve have now 
a letter from n. correspondent written with a lendpencil, 
which we shall be obliged to throw away, inasmuch 
as in Borne places the scribbling is unintelligible. 

L. W., ofConn.-¥our advice concerning the Atlan .. 
tic C .. ble. which w .. s dict .. ted by the .pirie of Franklin, 
is fallacious, and the information very old. It would 
be almost impossible to lay a cable the thickneee you 
describe. With all respect to Ben jamin Franklin'a 
ghost, we think he .hould know better than to rap out 
information on a subject with which he is pedectly un· 
acquainted, &8 the peculiar kind of electricity by wh06e 
means we telegraph, W&t!l not discovered until many 
years after his death. If you should have any more 
talk. with thl •• plrit, and he get. g .. rrulous on tele
graphs, just turn the conversation on to lightning eon· 
ductors, on which subject he will be more at home. 

ll. 8., {If lId.-Yon are in elror in regard to the 
nn.me of the author of the article referred to in your 
communication. 

A. A. D. ,of Tex&e.-If a person cannot deB'cribe a 
true circle, It must be his own lault. not that of tho 
compass. 

8, T. McD., of N. Y. -The directors of the "American 
Union" appear to be well-meaning men, so far as we 
know. 

J. H. S., of TexaB.-The preesure of the Bteam upon 
the piston is always a little less than the pressure in 
the boiler. The; exact amount c.a.n only be known by 
a gage placed on the cylinder. We have never known 
of a steam engine constructed without a piston of !Ome 
form, but engines have been made with stationary pie. 
tons and movable cylinders. They are wrong in prin· 
ciple, and inefficient in action. 

111, of N. J.-On the 17th of February, 1847, an act 
of Congress was approved for the relief of Thol!. Blan· 
chard, whereby his patent for a machine for turning 
irregular forms, was extended for a term of fourteen 
ye .. r •• from the 20th January, 1648, at which time the 
p atent would h .. ve expired. but for the Relief Act. The 
p .. tent will therefore not expire till Jan. 20.1862. We 
do not, therefore, think Mr. Blanchard will .. ttempt to 
get it extenfled again, neither do we believe that Con· 
gress would gr .. nt .. nother extension. Nothing will be 

done about it at present. We are having many in .. 
qulrle ... bout the I .. the from partie! who wish to UBe It 
and would like to know upon .... hat terms the aaslgneel 

.. re oper .. ting under this patent. It has been hinted to 
us that they monopolize this business entirely, and re· 
fuee to sell machines. 

D. M. C .. mpbell, of Lower Pe .. ch Tree. Wileox 
county, Ala., wishes to purchase the boo hub •• poke 
and felloe machinery. 

R K. ofPa.-The reason why you could not obt .. in 

good crystals of nitrate of silver from coin is because of 
the presence ot' copper Rnd other metals, and to obtain 
them you must proceed as follows :-Dis!Olve the coin 
in nitric Rcid, and add to the solution GOmmon salt un .. 
til all the silver is precipitated at! chloride. then filter 

..nd w ... h the chloride well with di.tilled w .. ter. The 
chloride of silver must next be mixed with about one· 
fifth it. bulk of powdered ch .. rcoal, .. nd .. bout twice it. 
bulk of dry c .. rbonate of ood .. : It little borax may be 

added, and the whole being put in a crucible and cov
ered with ch .. rco .. � by putting it in a furn .. ce or bright 
red fire for about 15 minutes, you will obtain a button 
of pure metallic silver. This button must now be dis
solved in nitric acid, not very strong, and the solution 
slowly evaporated in a dark place, clear, weU..deftned 
cry.tal. of nitrate of silver will be the reBult. 

H. G., -.Lead pipe Is just a. good ... tin for the 
purpoee of .. eiphon. There may be a .mall leak in 

yours, which can be rcmedled by giving it a thick coat 
of copal varni.h or paint. It may be caused by friction, 
.etting free a portion of the air contained In all water, 
whioh may have gradually accumulated at the "bend." 
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